Imagination
Seeing

Perception
“Imagination is greater than information” Albert Einstein

We relate to everything, persons
and events in our lives through our
Perception, Understanding,
Lenses, Binoculars!

PERCEPTION: The act of becoming conscious of something.
• The act or faculty of perceiving, or apprehending by means of
the senses or of the mind, cognition, (understanding.)
•

Immediate or intuitive recognition or appreciation, as of
moral, psychological, or aesthetic qualities; insight; intuition:
discernment:

• Remember, Hebrews 11:3 says: “Through faith we understand
that the worlds were framed by the word of God, so that things
which are seen were not made of things which do appear.”
• Once we see how things really are, we begin to perceive the
principles our beliefs are based upon. Principles are what we
believe to be true about ourselves, and what we believe about
the world and our place in it.

Hebrew 11:1
“Now faith is the substance of things
hoped for, the evidence of things
not seen”
Now faith is the assurance (the confirmation,
the title deed) of the things [we] hope for, being
the proof of things [we] do not see and the
conviction of their reality [faith perceiving as
real fact what is not reviled to the senses]
(AMP)

Faith is linked with imagination like wet is
linked with water. The two are inseparable.

Hebrew 11:1 Faith is defined as “…evidence of
things not seen.
“If it is something I can’t see, then it has to deal
with the realm of the imagination”
Dictionary says image means: to form a mental
image of something not present.

Remember when you were child?

Matthew 18:3 (AMP)
and said, “I assure you and most solemnly say to you, unless
you repent [that is, change your inner self—your old way of
thinking, live changed lives] and become like
children [trusting, humble, and forgiving], you will never
enter the kingdom of heaven.

Luke 6:45
A good man out of the good treasure of his heart brings forth
good; and an evil man out of the evil treasure of his heart brings
forth evil. For out of the abundance of the heart his mouth speaks.

What is that abundance in our hearts?
Proverbs 4:20,21,22,23
My son, pay attention to what I say;
turn your ear to my words. Do not let them out of your sight,
keep them within your heart; for they are life to those who find
them
and health to one’s whole body. Above all else, guard your heart,
for everything you do flows from it.
(Flows the issues of life.)

• The are only two ways for humans to “see” something:
• Physical vision through their eyes, or
IMAGINATION!

• Without imagination; man would be completely limited-virtually robots!

• All human progress has been born out of imagination the ability –
to” see” things differently then they are!
• The only way humans can see the past and the future unaided,
is trough their imagination!

• Memory uses IMAGINATION!!!

• Much of your thinking, whether planning or “ jumping to conclusions”
involves our IMAGINATION! (Speculative Imagination)
• Fear and Faith operate on the realm of IMAGINATION!

• IMAGINATION can ether work for you, or against you!

• Your IMAGINATION is a powerful force!

Psalm 19:14
May these words of my mouth and this meditation of my heart
be pleasing in your sight,
Lord, my Rock and my Redeemer.
Psalm 1:1,2,3
2 But his delight is in the law of the LORD,
And in His law he meditates day and night.
3 He will be like a tree firmly planted by streams of water,
Which yields its fruit in its season
And its leaf does not wither;
And in whatever he does, he prospers.

• What and whom influences your Imagination???????
• Every act performed in the world, begins in the IMAGINATION!
• Make sure that your words do not contradict your IMAGINATION
and vice-versa. (Ps. 19:14)
• You cannot consistently function contrary to the imageyou have on the inside!

• Your IMAGINATION is a powerful force!
• The spirit man has Supernatural senses and emotion!
• One of the way to see in to the spiritual realm is through Imagination!

• What we IMAGINE hearing can change what we actually see,
and what we IMAGINE seeing can change what we actually hear!

• Your own wonderful human IMAGINATION is the actual creativepower of GOD within you!
• Nothing is impossible to your IMAGINATION, your IMAGINATIONis unlimited in what it can accomplish!

• If you can IMAGINE something, you can achieve it!

• Nothing is impossible!!!

• Your subconscious mind is directly connected to your IMAGINATION!
• Meditation works hand in hand with the IMAGINATION!
• 1Timothy 4:15. Meditate on these things; give yourself entirely to
them, that your progress may be evident to all.
• Anything that can be envisioned, can be brought in to physical reality!
• (Matthew (6:22 AMP)
The eye is the lamp of the body; so if your eye is clear [spiritually
perceptive], your whole body will be full of light [benefiting from God’s
precepts].
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• THERE IS NO OUTSIDE CAUSE.
Your IMAGINATION is just like GRAVITY
It PULLS to you AMAZING AND WANDERFUL things, events
people, powers, circumstance- ONCE you decide CLEARLY what
you want in life- what you choose to have in life- AND YOU IMAGINE
HAVING IT.
You don’t attract what you want, you attract what you believe to be true
You must engage your IMAGINATION.
“When you imagine CLEARLY enough, and have only ONE MIND
(full of belief-not SPLIT with doubt) that your body is often THE FIRST PART
of God’s creation to RESPOND to your imaginings”
That’s why we imagine FROM THE END-as if we already HAVE ITthat it has ALREADY HAPPENED- so that we feel it to the POINT, where
Our body and the rest of our being RESPONDS to the FINISH WORK
OF
JESUS CHRIST.

